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INTRODUCTION 
Since the appearance of the celebrated article “The Classical Groups” of 
Weyl [7], numerous influences have occurred in the representation theory 
of the classical groups. Especially it has become folklore that the facts in 
this field should be expressed only in terms of Young diagrams. The aim of 
this paper is one of the realizations of this principle. 
A classical model of our approach is the results for GL(n) which are 
known as Littlewood-Richardson coefficients and the Kostka coefficients. 
These two coefficients can be stated in the combinatorial manner using 
only Young diagrams independently of the rank n of GL(n). We generalize 
these results to the other classical groups over C. Namely we give explicit 
formulas to decompose the tensor product of two irreducible represen- 
tations into irreducible constituents. Also we have obtained an interesting 
relationship linking the irreducible characters of Sp and SO, which we call 
“duality relation” between the representations of Sp and SO. 
As for explicit formulas for the multiplicities of weights in the form of 
polynomials in the rank n, we refer to [3]. 
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Our strategy is the following. It is known (see Sect. 1) that the 
irreducible representations of SO(2n + l), Sp(2n) (c GL(2n)) and SO(2n) 
are, roughly speaking, parametrized concretely by the Young diagrams of 
depths at most n. In case of GL(n), I. G. Macdonald defined the “universal 
character” xGL(L) of GL (for each Young diagram A) in the ring n of sym- 
metric functions in countably many variables (we call this ,4 the Universal 
Character Ring). Motivated by these X&L), we introduce the universal 
characters x0(J), ~~~(1) of the groups SO and Sp in the same ring /1. Each 
of these bd~)l, MA)>, {x,(~)> b ecomes a Z-linear basis of/i and the 
transformation rules between these bases are given by the Character 
Interrelation Theorem (see Theorem 2.3.1). An interesting fact we have 
noticed in this paper is the existence of the ring homomorphisms ~~~~~~ and 
z.~,,(~~, from /1 to the character ring R(SO(n)) of SO(n) and to the charac- 
ter ring R(Sp(2n)) of Sp(2n) such that Z,,&,(A)) and ~c~~~~)(x~JL)) are 
either zero or ) {irreducible character} and that these images can be 
calculated easily in a concrete manner using only Young diagrams (see 
Sect. 2.4). We call these homomorphisms the specialization homo- 
morphisms. 
Under these formulations we show the following. 
(I) Duality between Sp and SO. We prove that the well-known 
involutive ring automorphism w of /i defined by o(xcL(I))=xGL(‘Iz) (see 
Sect. 1.4) transforms the ~~(2)‘s onto the xsp(i)‘s simultaneously, transpos- 
ing Young diagrams, i.e., w(xJ;l)) = xs,,(‘l). This is what we call the 
duality between Sp and SO. Since o is an algebra automorphism, the 
decomposition rules of products of universal characters of SO and Sp 
totally coincide via the transpose of Young diagrams. 
(II) Symmetry with respect to transpose. We prove that the 
involutive L-module homomorphism lsp (resp. zO) of n defined by 
~,(xsp(~)) = ~~~(~2)) (rev. kh(~)) = ~~(‘1)) is an algebra 
automorphism. (See the last part of Sect. 2.1 and Theorem 2.3.2.) rsp 
(resp. to) plays the same role for {x,(A)} (resp. {x0(L)}) as o does for 
iahw 
(III) Expression in terms of fundamental characters. We give a 
formula expressing xSptZn)(lZ) (resp. xsocn,(A)) as a determinant of the 
characters of the fundamental representations of Sp(2n) (resp. SO(n)) (see 
Theorem 2.3.3, Corollary 2.4.2). 
(IV) Branching rules. If we apply the specialization homomorphism 
to the Character Interrelation Theorem, we have the “branching rule” 
describing how an irreducible representation of the general linear group 
decomposes into irreducible constituents when it is restricted to the sym- 
plectic group (resp. the orthogonal group) under the natural embedding 
(see Proposition 2.5.1). 
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(V) The generalization of the Littlewood-Richardson rules to B,, 
C,, D,-case. We can decompose the products x,(n) . xsp(p) (resp. 
x0(n). x&L)) into sums of the xJv)‘s (resp. the x&v)‘s) if we combine the 
Character Interrelation Theorem with the Littlewood-Richardson rules. 
Thus applying the specialization homomorphism to the resulting formula, 
we get explicitly the decomposition of the tensor product of two given 
irreducible representations of each classical group into irreducible con- 
stituents (cf. Sect. 2.5 for explicit formulas.) 
(VI) If n is greater than depth(A) + depth(p), then the decomposition 
rules of the product ~~~(2) x&p) coincide completely for G, = Sp(2n), 
SO(2n + l), SO(2n) under the parametrization of Section 1. Also they do 
not depend on the rank n (see Corollary 2.5.3). 
Finally let us mention the relation between this paper and the work of 
D. E. Littlewood and R. C. King. Littlewood had shown the key lemma of 
this paper as we state it in Section 1.5 of this paper (see [S]), and for 
classical groups of sufficiently arge ranks, he had illustrated with examples 
the algorithm to calculate the decompositions of tensor products. Reading 
our first version of this paper, R. P. Stanley suggested to us the existence of 
King’s papers [ 1, 23. King has presented algorithms similar to ours concer- 
ning the specialization homomorphisms which are stated in Section 2.4, 
and he also has given similar results to ours. However it seems that these 
papers of King have several points to be clarified in the formulations and 
proofs. This is an additional motivation for us to write this paper in the 
present style. 
We would like to express our gratitude to R. P. Stanley for his kind 
suggestions mentioned above, and also to N. Iwahori and Y. Tanaka for 
their helpful discussions. 
1. REVIEW OF THE REPRESENTATION THEORY 
OF THE CLASSICAL GROUPS AND CRUCIAL REMARKS 
1.1. Preliminaries 
Series of the Classical Groups 
There are four series of the classical groups, that is, 
Type A,, ~, : SUn,C) ( c GUn, @ )), 
Type B,: SO(2n + 1, C) = {Xg SL(2n + 1, UZ); XJotX=J,}, 
Type C, : Sp(2n, a=) = {XE SL(2n, @); XJ,‘X=J,}, 
Type D, : S0(2n, UZ) = {XE SL(2n, a=); XJo’X= Jo}, 
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where Jo E M(n, C) and J, E M(2n, C) are given by the matrices 
t-nn -n- 















The Lie algebra g of each classical group is given by 
Type 4, I : sl(n,@)={X~M(n,C);TrX=o} 
c gun, C) = Mb, Q), 
Type B, : 50(2n+l,@)=(XEs1(2n+l,@);XJ,+J,‘X=O}, 
Type C,: sp(2n, C) = {XE 51(2n, Cc); XJ, + J&k-= 0), 
Type D, : so(2n, C) = {A-E 51(2n, C); XJo + Jo’X= O}. 
In either case we can take as a Cartan subalgebra h of g the set of all 
diagonal matrices in g. Let d,,, be the linear subspace of M(m, C) consisting 
of all diagonal matrices, and let ci be the linear map e;: d, + C, e,-(H) = hi 
where H is a diagonal matrix whose (i, i)-component is hi. Then the root 
system d ( cb*) of each Lie algebra is given by 
TywLl: A = {k-,)I<Ifj<n, 
Type 4, : A=~_t(EifE,)}I~i<,~,lu(+Ei}l,cr~n, 
Type C,,: A={+(~if~j)}~~r<i~nU{f’~i}l~i~n, 
Type 4 : A= { +(EifEj)}I<i<,<n, 
where for each Lie algebra g, the above ei is considered as the linear 
map restricted to h, i.e., F,: h -+ IZ. Let h*, be the real part of b* and let 
I7= (a,, cz2 ,,.., a ,} (cd) be a simple root system of A, then I7 is a base 
of hz. For example we can take 17 as follows: 
TypeA.-,: n=(C11=&,-&Z,C12=E2-&3,-..,C1,_L=E,~1-G,}, 
Type 4, : Il={ci,=~,-~~ ,..., c(,~,=E,_,-F,,~,=~,}, 
Type C,,: n= {CC, =&, -E2 ,..., Cl,-, =E,, -, -En, C(,,=2&?), 
Type D,: I7=( c(, =&,-EZ ,..., C.tnp,=E,_,-E,,r CI,=E,-, +&,I. 
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Then for each classical group the weight lattice P and the set of dominant 
integral weights P, are given by 
TypeA,-,(G=GL(n,@)):P=iZs,+Zs2+ ... +.ZTE,, 
p, = u-i&l +fzk + ... +f&,E Rfi >fi> ... df,}, 
(G=SL(n,@)): P=Z’E,+ZC~+:.. +ZF,,/(E,+E~+ ... +E,), 
p, = {f,El +f&+ .” +f,E,EP;f, >f;a “’ >f,,}, 
Type B,(G = SG(2n + 1, C)): P= ZE, + ZTE~ + ... + ZE,, 
p, = (f,Q +f2E2+ ... +f,,E,EP;fi>f~> “’ >f,>o}, 
Type C,(G=Sp(2n, C)): P=ZE, +&+ ... +ZIE,, 
p, = if,&, +f2+ + ... +fnEnEP;f,2f*> .‘. 2f”>O}, 
Type D,(G = X4212, C)): P = ZE, + ZEN + . + ZE,,, 
p, = {fib +fzQ + ... +f,,E,EP; f, >fia ..’ >f,-l 3 I.f,,I 30). 
Now we refer to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1.1 (E. Cartan-H. Weyl). Let G be a connected, complex 
semi-simple Lie group. Then the equivalence classes of the irreducible 
representations of G correspond bijectively to the elements of P, , i.e., the 
dominant integral weights of G. The correspondence is afforded by taking the 
highest weight of each irreducible r presentation f G. 
Therefore for each m=fiE, +f>Q+ ..’ +f,,%, let xc(o) or 
xc(f,, f2,..., f,,) denote the character of the irreducible representation 
corresponding to w. 
In general any (finite or infinite) sequence 
a= (a,, R,, a, )...) a, )...) 
of nonnegative integers in decreasing order (,I,3 ;1,> ... 3 ,I,,> ...) and 
containing only finitely many nonzero terms is called a partition. For a 
partition A, the depth of ,I (denoted by d(A)) is defined to be the number 
of nonzero terms in 1, that is, Adcj,) #O and Ld(j,)+, = 0. Also the size 
of A (denoted by [A() is defined to be the sum of all terms in 2, i.e., 
(;I\ =a,+a,+ ... +a,+ .‘.. 
From the above theorem, the irreducible representations of 
G = Sp(Zn, C) are parametrized bijectively b the partitions whose depths 
are less than or equal to n. 
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In order to deal with the representations of SO(n, C) uniformly, whether 
n is even or odd, we prepare the following consideration. First we shall 
consider the case G = SO(2n, C), i.e., type D,. Let ~7 be the involutive outer 
automorphism of SO(2n, C), namely 0 is induced from the automorphism 
of the Dynkin diagram of type D, given in Fig. 1. 
Let (p,,, V,,) be the irreducible representation of SO(2n) corresponding 
to OEP,, and let x;(w) denote the character of the representation pw 0 cr: 
G -+ GL( V,,). Then for P, 3 w =fi E, +f2s2 + ... +f,e, it holds that 
X~O(*,l)(fi~l +.f;EZ+ .‘. +f,,%)=XS0,2n)(fiEl + ..’ +fn- I&,,- I -f&7). 
We shall denote the character ring of SO(2n, C) by R(SO(2n)) and 
define the element x o(2,1)(.fi 3 f2Y.3 fn) (f, >f2 3 . . 3.f,, 2 0) of NSWn)) 
by 
Remark. x0(2,,) is not a symbol denoting an irreducible representation of 
O(2n). 
As is well known (see Weyl [7]) x OC2nj(fi, f2,..., f ) is the character of 
the represenation of SO(2n) which is obtained by restricting an irreducible 
representation of O(2n) to SO(2n). Similarly, in the case G = SO(2n + l), 
i.e., type B,, we shall define 1 0(2n+ IO,, .f2>-,f,,) by 
x0(2,,+ II(.fl? 2YY fn) = XS0(2n+ I,(fi 3 f2Y> fn). 
Namely ~ool~(~.) is the character of the representation which is obtained by 
restricting an irreducible representation of O(n) to SO(n). Let R(O(n)) be 
the subring of R(SO(n)) spanned by x0(,,,(n), where 3, runs over all the par- 
titions whose depths are less than or equal to the rank of SO(n). In other 
words, R(O(2n)) = R(SO(2n))” and R(O(2n + 1)) = R(SO(2n + 1)). We 
shall “parametrize” representations of SO(n) using these x0(,,(1), that is, 
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partitions whose depths are less than or 
equal to the rank of So(n) 
inj ) R(O(n)) c R(SO(n)). 
UJ UJ 
/I I , xocti,(~) 
It should be noticed that in the case of SO(2n + 1) the above correspon- 
dence gives a complete parametrization of the irreducible representations of 
SG(2n + I), but in the case of S0(2n), for a partition i of depth n, xoczn,(l) 
is no longer an irreducible character of SG(2n) and the above correspon- 
dence cannot give a complete parametrization of the irreducible characters 
of SG(2n). 
Finally we shall consider the case G = GL(n,C) or G = SL(n,C). As for 
the reductive group G = GL(n, C), it is well known that the irreducible 
representations of G are parametrized by P, completely (see [7, p. 201, 
Theorem 7X]). Moreover the equivalence classes of irreducible 
polynomial-representations of G correspond bijectively to the subset P'+ of 
P,, where P', is given by 
P’+ = (f,E*+.f*EZ+ “’ +f;J,EP+;,f,3fi3 ... >,mO) 
(see Theorem 1.3.1). Any polynomial-representation of G can be decom- 
posed into a direct sum of irreducible polynomial-representations since G is 
a reductive group. The highest weight of the linear character “determinant” 
of GL(n, C) is E~ + c2 + ... + E,,, hence if we denote the representation 
corresponding to o=f,c1+f2sZ+ ... +~,E,EP+ by (p,, V,), then the 
highest weight of (p,,, @ (det)“, V,) is afforded by (f, + s) E, + ... + 
(.A, + s) &,I, and the weights of p,,, added to S(E, + a2 + ... +F,) amount 
exactly to the weights of p,,, @ (det)“. Moreover the multiplicity ofa weight 
q in (p,,, V,,,) is equal to that of the weight q +s(E, + c2 + ... +a,) in 
(p,@ (det)“, I’,). Hence when we consider the representation theory of 
GL(n, C), we have only to consider the polynomial-representation f
GL(n, C). The irreducible polynomial-representations of GL(n) are 
parametrized by the partitions whose depths are less than or equal to n, 
that is, 
partitions whose depths are less 
than or equal to n 
- R+(GW)) 
where R+(GL(n)) is the subring of R(GL(n)) spanned by the characters of 
the polynomial-representations. 
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1.2. The Structure of the Character Rings 
1.2.1. The Case of G = GL(n, UZ) 
The characters of the rational representations of GL(n) are considered as 
functions defined on a maximal torus 
T= {diag(t,, t, ,..., t )I ti#O (1 <i<n)}. 
Because of the reductivity of G, Ugt G gTg- ’ is dense in G, hence a 
character is uniquely determined by the values on T. Therefore we can con- 
sider R(GL(n)) as a subring of Z[t,, t; ’ ,..., t ,, t; ‘1 and from now on we 
proceed with our argument under the above embedding R(GL(n)) c 
Z [ t , , t ; I ,..., t , t; l 1. Since the values of a character are invariant under the 
conjugation of the elements of G, a character is an invariant polynomial of 
Z[r,, t, I( .. . t,,, t,; ‘1 under the action of the Weyl group NJT)/TN 6,, 
where 6,, acts on Z[t,, t ’ , ,..., t , t,; ‘1 naturally by the permutations of the 
variables ti. Let pi be the character of the ith symmetric power of the 
natural representation (p,,, V,,) of CL(n), and let ei be the character of i-th 
alternating power of (p,,, V,:,). That is, pi is the character of the represen- 
tation of CL(n) on the ith symmetric power Si( V,,) of V,,, and e, is the 
character of the representation of CL(n) on the ith alternating power A’v,, 
of V,,,. The pi and e, are both irreducible characters and the generating 
functions for the pi and for the ei are given respectively by 
fj (1 + t,x) = i e,x’, 
r=, i=o 
fi (1 - t,x) ’ = f pix;, 
,=I ,=O 
where x is an indeterminate. Now we shall consider only the polynomial- 
representations. Then by using these generators of the ring of symmetric 
functions. one has 
PROPOSITION 1.2.1. R+(GUn))=ZCt,, t2,..., t,lGn=HCpI, p2,..., pnl 
(polynomial ring) = Z [e, , e2,..., e ] (polynomial ring). 
1.2.2. The Case of the Other Classical Groups 
A maximal torus T of each classical group G is given by 
Type 4, : S0(2n+ 1)~ T= {diag(t, ,..., t , 1, t;‘,..., t;‘)}, 
Type C Spy T= {diag(t ,,..., t , t;‘,..., t;‘)}, 
Type D,, : SO(2n)I T= {diag(t ,,..., t , t;‘,..., t;‘)}. 
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As in the case of CL(n), each character ring is considered as a subring of 
Z[t1, t;‘,..., t ; ‘1. Also the Weyl group NJ T)/T of each classical group is 
considered as a subgroup of the automorphism group of the ring 
Z[tl, t;‘,..., t; ‘1 and is denoted by W(B,), W(C,), and W(D,), respec- 
tively, according to the type of G. It is known that W(B,) and W(C,) are 
isomorphic to each other and it is generated by the permutations of the 
variables t t 1, 2,..., t and the transpositions of ti and t,-‘, when considered 
as a subgroup of Aut(Z[t, , t ; I,..., t ; ‘I). We shall denote this group by 
W,,. Its structure is 
w, E W(B,) 2: W(C,) E z; xl 6,. 
In the case of type D,,, i.e., G = SO(2n), we shall study R(O(n)) 
(=R(SO(n))‘) instead of R(SO(M)). We fix an involutive outer 
automorphism (T of SO(2n) which is given by 
B: SO(2n) 3 x I-+ u(x) = a,xa,’ E S0(2n), 
where crO is the element of O(2n) = { XE GL(2n); XJO’X= J,) given by 
+-n-l-+ t2+-n-l--+ 
1 I I 






1-- ----- -- 
I 
I I 1 
O ~ 
I .., 
I I 1 
T 
n - 1 
1 
5 
1 . A 
n-1 
1 
Then e makes the maximal torus T of SO(2n) stable and the action of (r on 
Z[t,, t;‘,..., t,,- ‘1 is given by 
o(t,)=t,(l<i<n-l), cJ(t,,) = t,, I. 
Hence the subgroup of Aut(Z[t,, t,- I,..., t ; ‘1) which is generated by c and 
W(D,) coincides with W,,. 
LEMMA 1.2.2. H[t,, t;‘,..., t ;l]Wn=Z[c,,c, ,..., c ]~,, where c,=ti+ 
t; ’ and 6, acts on Z[c, , c~,..., c,] by the permutations of the variables c,. 
Proof: Let si be the element of W, whose action on Z [ t, , t ; ’ ,..., t; ’ ] is 
given by ei(tj) = t, if i # j, E,(ti) = t; *. Then it is sufficient o prove that 
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Z[t,, t;‘,..., t,‘]<“1-3”“) = Z[C,) c* )...) c,]. We shall use the induction on 
n.Ifn=l, {tf+r;k;k=0,1,2 ,..., n ... } isaZ-baseofZ[t,,t;‘](“l)andit 
is clear that t: + t; ’ can be expressed as a polynomial in rr + t; ’ with 
integral coefficients. Suppose that the claim holds for n- 1. Let 
g(r,,r, ..., r ,) be an element of Z[r,,r,‘,..., r;l]<El,...,tn>. Since g is 
&,-invariant, ifwe expand g(r, , rZ,..., r,) with respect to r,‘, we. have 
Therefore due to the induction hypothesis and the case n = 1, the claim 
holds for n. 1 
By Proposition 1.2.1, L[c,, c~,..., ~ ]~n is a polynomial ring whose 
generator system is given by {ej(c));!=, or {p,(c)};=,, where the e,(c) and 
p,(c) are the polynomials in cls defined by the generating functions with 
the indeterminate x, 
,=I ,=O 
Let us prove now Z[rl, r;‘,..., r;‘lWn=R(0(2n+ l))=R(Sp(2n))= 
R(O(2n)). Since we know that Z[ r,, r; ’ ,..., r;‘] includes the character 
rings, it is sufficient to prove that there exists a generator system of 
Z[r,, rr’,..., r,;‘lWn consisting of elements of each character ring. From 
now on, as common notations for all classical groups, we denote the 
character of the ith alternating power of the natural representation 
(p,,,, V,,) by e, and the character of the ith symmetric power of (p,,, V,,) by 
pi. Also for convention, we put pI = ei = 0 for any negative integer iand for 
brevity we write V for V,,. 
First, we shall consider the type B,. Let us state the following 
proposition together with the proof for the sake of convenience of the 
readers. 
PROPOSITION 1.2.3. In the case of G = SO(2n + 1) we haue 
(1) e, is an irreducible character and it holds that 
ei=e2,+l-j = XSO(2n + I,( 1% 
(2) If i> 2, the characrer pi is nor irreducible and if we put 
p,’ = pi-pip 2, then p,’ is an irreducible character of G = SO(2n + 1) and 
0 
P, = ~~o(~,, + 1 ,(i). 
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ProofI (1) Let f, = ‘( 1, 0 ,..., 0), f, = ‘(0, 1, 0 ,..., 0),..., f = ‘(0, 0 ,..., 1) be the 
natural base of V (see Sect. 1.1). Since the maximal torus consists of 
diagonal matrices with respect to this base, the weight vectors of /I’m are 
given by the form fs, A f,y, A ... A f,s,, where 1 < si < ... < si< n, and 
therefore the highest weight of /i’V is given by E, + .s2 + ... + E, and /i’V1 
xSOcZn+ i,( 1’). (From now on we identify the representation with its charac- 
ter.) Applying Weyl’s degree formula to xSoczn+ ,,( li), we can verify 
easily deg( 1 SOc2n + , ,( 1i)) = deg(ei), hence we have ei = xSoczn + , ,( 1 i). In 
fact ei=e,,+,-; follows easily from the facts that (1”) there exists a G- 
equivariant isomorphism p: /1’V-+Hom(~2”+‘PiV, uZ), where for 
niP’3u and /12n+‘Pi V3 w, p(o)(w) is defined by u A w=p(u)(w). 
f,Af,A ... Af", and that (2”) each representation of G is self-con- 
tragredient (since the Weyl group of G contains - 1). 
(2) Let Q, be the quadratic form corresponding to the symmetric 
matrix Jo, i.e., Q,,=f,f,,+,+f,f,,+ ... +fz+,. Then we have Si(V)=, 
Q,,SiP2( I’) and Q,SjP,( V) is G-invariant, since Q,, is also G-invariant. 
Since f; is the highest weight vector of Si( V), we have Si( I’) 1 xS0(2n + , ,(i) 
and QJ,L2(V 5 x SO(2n + i,(i). By checking the degree of the represen- 
tation xS0(2n + di) using Weyl’s degree formula, we have deg(p,) = 
de& SO(2n + 1,(i)) + deg(pi- 2)3 hence we have PS = xS0(2n +1,(i). I 
Remark. In other words p,? is the character of the ith homogeneous 
part of S( V)/( Q,) where (Q,,) is the homogeneous ideal of S(V) 
generated by Q,,. 
Let us consider now the type D, before the type C,. 
PROPOSITION 1.2.4. In the case of G = SO(2n, C) we have 
(1) [f i # n, ei is an irreducible character and e, = e2n ~, = ~~o,~,~)( 1’). 
(2) en = ~~~(2~dl”) + x”soczn,(l”) =x0,2,,)(1’7. 
(3) If i> 2, the character p, is not irreducible and if we put 
p,‘= pi-pip2, then p,O is an irreducible character of S0(2n, C) and 
PS = xSO~2n~(i). 
Proof The proof of (1) and (3) are the same as in the type B, and (2) 
is also clear. m 
Finally we consider the type C,. 
PROPOSITION 1.2.5. In the case of G = Sp(2n, C) we have 
o (1) rf i32, th e character e, is not irreducible and if we put 
ei = ej - ei_ 2 (i = 0, l,... ),then we have ep = -e& + 2 _ ,, especially ei+ , = 0. 
Moreover if 0 < i < n, e,: is an irreducible character and e,: = xSpCZn,( 1 j). 
(2) pi is an irreducible character and p, = xspCz,,(i). 
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Proof To prove (2) we have only to check the degrees of the 
representations pi and xSpCZn)(i) and we leave it to the reader. We shall 
prove (1). Let f, = ‘(1, 0 ,..., 0), f, = ‘(0, 1, 0 ,..., 0),..., f,, = ‘(0, 0 ,..., 1) be the 
natural base of V (i.e., the base which gives the matrix expression of Sp(2n) 
in Sect. 1.1) and let p: /1’V+Hom(/l 2n-iV, C) be the G-equivariant 
isomorphism defined by 
foruEn’Vand WE/I*+‘V, p(u)(w)f, A f, A ... A f2,,=u A w. 
Since each representation of G = Sp(2n) is self-contragredient, it follows 
that e, = e,,, ,. From the definition of ei we have, for any k, ek = 
ei + ei 2 + . + ei 2Ck,21. Hence rewriting the relation ei = eInPi 
(i = 0, l,...) using the e,?, we obtain e,’ = -e& + z _ i (i = 0, l,... ) Finally we 
must show that e,’ = x.~,,,~~) (1’) for 0 6 i < n. Let F be the 2-form defined by 
the skew symmetric matrix J,, i.e., F = f, A f,, + f, A f,, ~ 1 + . . . + 
f,, A f,, + I t By definition F is invariant under the action of G = Sp(24 C). 
The crucial point of the proof is in the following lemma. 
LEMMA. For O<k<n-2, F: AkV-+Akt2V, where F’:vEV+V A FE 
Ah + ’ V, is a G-equivariant injective homomorphism and the G-invariant com- 
plementary space of Im(F) in A&+’ V is irreducible and its character is given 
b e,+2=X,,,(2,r,(lk+2). 
Proof of the Lemma. It is clear that F is G-equivariant and also if we 
consider the highest weight of Ak+2V, we have Ak+2Vx ~.+(~~)(l~+‘) and 
Im(B) $ x S,,C2,,)( lk+‘). According to Weyl’s degree formula, we have 
dim ~k+2V=degXSpc2,,,(lk+2)+dim AkV. Th ere ore f it is sufficient toshow 
that P is injective. We shall use the induction on k. 
If k = 0, calculating the degree of ~~~~~~~~ 12) we have A2V= 
<F) + xsp(2n) ( 12). Assume that the claim is true until k - 1. Then by the 
induction hypothesis, we have 
AkV=e,“+ekP2 A F+ei-, A FA F+ ... +e~P2[&/21 A FA FA ... A F, 
where e,: is regarded as a subspace of AiV. Therefore we have 
(AkV) A F=e,” A F+ei-, A F A F+ .‘. +ei_2Ck,2, A F A F A ... A F. 
e: 2r A F A F A ... A F is stable under the action of G = Sp(2n) and if 
PIP,, A FA ... A FfO, then ei- 2, A FA FA ..’ A F is isomorphic to 
ei 2, since eEmzi is irreducible. Since the highest weight vector of ei- 2i 
(C Ak “V) is f, A f, A ... A fkP2,, it is sufficient to show that 
Akt2V3f, A f, A ... A fk-2i A FA PA ... A F#O. 
-i+1- 
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But this is clear, hence the linear map F: AkV-+ Ak+*V for k < n - 2 is 
injective. The proof of the lemma is completed. 
For k<n, el=x S,,CZn)( lk)follows immediately from the lemma. 1 
Due to the above preparations, we have 
PROPOSITION 1.2.6. (1) Type B, (G = SO(2n + 1)) 
WOW + 1)) = ZCe,, e2,..., enI= ZCpT, p20,..., pi1 
(both are polynomial rings). 
(2) Type C, (G = W2n)) 
R(W2n)) = ZCeY, eg,..., e,“l = UIp,, p2,..., p,,l 
(both are polynomial rings). 
(3) Type D, (G= SO(2n)) 
R(O(2n)) = R(S0(2n))“= Z[e,, e, ,..., e ] = Z[py, pz ,..., p :] 
(both are polynomial rings). 
Proof: There are two generator systems {ei(c)}:= 1, {p,(c)};, I of the 
polynomial ring R = Z[t,, t; I,..., t,, t,; ‘1 Wn, which are defined by the 
generating functions in the indeterminate X: 
fi (1 +cix)= i e,(c)x’, 
i= 1 ,=o 
,fJ, (1 -c;x))‘= f p,(c)x’, 
i=O 
where cj = ti + t; ‘, i = 1, 2 ,..,, n.Then for each classical group G, one can 
easily verify: 
ei = ei( c) + polynomial in the e,(c) where 1 < j < i - 1, 
p, = pi(c) + polynomial in the p,(c) where 1 d j d i - 1. 
This implies that ek(c) can be expressed as a polynomial in { e;}F=, . Hence 
(ei}:= ris also a generator system of R, i.e., 
R(Sp(2n)) = R(O(2n + 1)) = R(O(2n)) = R. 
For the other systems {pi}, (elf>, and {p,‘}, the argument is the same, so 
we omit the proof. m 
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1.3. The Characters of the Classical Groups 
In this section we review some fundamental theorems which give the for- 
mulas expressing the characters of the classical groups as polynomials in 
the symmetric characters pi. We refer to [7, Chap. VII, p. 201, 
Theorem 7.5B; p. 203, Theorem 7.6B; p. 219, Theorem 7.8E; p. 228, 
Theorem 7.9A] ). 
Notation. As before, pi denotes the character of the ith symmetric 
power of the natural representation of each classical group and for conven- 
tion we put pO= 1 and pi= 0 for i< 0. For a fixed nonnegative integer n 
and a partition i satisfying d(i) d n, we regard ;1 as an n-dimensional vec- 
tor (L, , 3., ..., I.,,) and we define A*“‘) as the following vector of Z”, 
jb*(“)= (A,, A2 - l,..., L , - (n - 1)). 
In each of the following theorems, n denotes the rank of G and for 
abbreviation we write 1* for A*@‘. 
THEOREM 1.3.1. In the case of G = GL(n), the character xGLtn’(A) of 
CL(n) corresponding to the partition A has the following several expressions. 
(1) In terms oft,, t, ,..., t ,, 
XGL(,l,(~)(fl 3 f2Y.7 t,) = 
Iti.l+(n-l) ti2+(n-2) . . . tinl 
If-1 f-2(j.2+) . . . 11 




(2) In terms qf the p;s: 
XGL(n)tA) = I Pi.*, PA* + (l”)? Pr* +2(1”)7”.3 PA* +(np 1)(1”) I
P;., Pit + 1 Pi . . . A*+2 PA,+(n-l’ 
= Pi, ~ 1 PJ.2 PJ., + 1 Pi.l+(n-2) 
. . : 9 
. . 
pi.,-cn-lj pj.n-(np2) p~~~(~~3) ... PA, 
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where (1”) = (1, l,..., 1)E 77” and A* + i( 1”) denotes the sum in 77”. Further- 
more for P= (P,, Pi,..., p, ) E Z”, we use the convention that pr denotes the 
column vector which is obtained by transposing (p,, , P,,~,..., p, ) andfor i E Z, 
t’ denotes the column vector which is obtained by transposing (t;, ti ,..., tf). 
We state the theorem for the types B,, and D,, simultaneously. 
THEOREM 1.3.2. In the case of G = SO(2n + 1) and SO(2n) each charac- 
ter x0(2n + lj(i) and x ,,,,,(A) corresponding to the partition 3, = (A, ,..., L ,) can 
be expressed by the same ,formula in the symmetric characters p, of each 
group as follows: 
X0(2n+1)(A)= lpi*-Pi.*-2(1”1, P2.*+(ln)-P;.*p3(1”)~ 
...) pi.* + ,n ~ I ,, I”, -Pi.*- ,n+I)(I”)I9 
X0(2n)tA)= IPj.*-Pi.*-2(1”)3 P2*+(ln)-Pi*m 3(1”)9 
...7 Pi* + (n I )(I”) -Pi.* ,,7+ l,,l”, .
THEOREM 1.3.3. In the case of G = Sp(2n) the character ~L~,,~2,,,(I~) can be
expressed by a polynomial in pi’s as ,follows: 
The next remark is crucial in Section 2 to define x,(I) and ~~(1~) in A. 
Remark 1.3.4. In the above three theorems, if we note the form of each 
determinant, we see that each determinant is equal to its minor consisting 
of the first k rows and the first k columns, where k is the depth of A. That 
is, for example, in the case of G = GL(n) and d(A) = k it follows that 
P;., 
t. 
Pj.l+I .‘. P?.l+(kpl) 




P& (k 1) P;.c-(k-2) . ‘. Pii 
In other words, if H 3 d(A), then the expression above shows that x~~(,~,(A) 
can be expressed as the polynomial in p’s which depends only on the par- 
tition i and is independent of n. The same is true for the other classical 
groups, hence it is sufficient to consider the determinant of size k, where k 
is the depth of A and the polynomials of pi’s are independent of n. 
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1.4. The Universal Character Ring, Young Diagrams, and Schur Functions 
In this section we review various notions needed later, following Mac- 
donald’s book [6]. As for the proofs and details ee Chap. 1 of [6]. 
The definition of the Universal Character Ring 
Let A,, = Z[t,, t2,..., t,?lBn= R, (GL(n)) be the graded algebra consisting 
of the symmetric polynomials in n variables and let ,5,,,1: Z[t, ,..., t,] + 
Z[t, ,..., t ,] (m > n) be the homomorphism of graded algebras defined by 
jT,,,,(t,) = fi if 1 < i < n and fi,,,(t;) = 0 if n < i. p,,, induces a 
homomorphism P,,~,,! : A,,, -+ A,,. Then (A,,, P,, .,,) becomes a projective 
system and the projective limit of this system in the category of graded 
algebras is denoted by A, i.e., A = tin,,. We call A the Universal Character 
Ring. By definition II is also a graded algebra: /1 = CkZO Ak where 
A’ =bAf;. (~1: is the homogeneous part of degree k of A,.) Note that 
A can be considered as the ring consisting of symmetric functions in 
countably many variables t, , t2 ,..., t ,,,.... Let rr,,: A + A,, be the natural 
projection. 
In Section 1.2 we defined pi in each A, = R + (CL(n)). In order to avoid 
confusion, let us denote pie A, by JI,,~~(~,. JI;,~~(,,) is the sum of all 
monomials with coefficient 1 in t, ,..., t,, of degree i. Since P~,~(P~,~~(~)) = 
P;,(;~ -,,,, whenever m > n, we can define a p, E A such that 7c,(p,) =P*,~~,,,) for 
all n. On the other hand, we also defined e, in each A,, such that n 3 i (we 
denote this e, by ei,GL(,I)). er.GL(n) is the ith elementary symmetric 
polynomial in t, ,..., t,. Again since Pm.n(ei,GL(mI) = er,GL(nJ whenever 
m3n >i, we can define e,E A by n,,(e,)=ei,GL(,II for all n>i. Then the 
generating functions of p, and e, are given by 
E(x)= fi (1 +t,x)= f e,x’ and P(x) = fi (1 - t,x)- ’ = ‘f pix’, 
,=I ,=o ,=I i=O 
respectively. (p. = e. = 1.) 
PROPOSITION 1.4.1 (cf. [6, Chap. 1, p. 13 (2.4), p. 14 (2.8)]). 
A = Z[e,, e2 ,..., e , ... 1 = ZCP,, p2>-, P,,...l 
(both are polynomial rings). 
Due to Proposition 1.4.1, we can define an algebra homorphism 
co: A-+/i by o(pi)=ei, i= 1,2 ,..., n .... 





Since (1.4) is invariant under the simultaneous transposition fthe pi and 
the ej (i= 0, 1, 2,...), solving Eqs. (1.4) recursively we have the expressions 
of the same type as follows: 
where f,, is a polynomial in n variables. Therefore if we apply o to the 
above equalities, we have w(e,,) = o(f,(p, ,..., p ,)) =f,Je ,,..., e ,) = p,!. Con- 
sequently o2 = 1 and o becomes an involutive automorphism of the graded 
algebra ii. 
Let us recall the notion of the Young diagrams. To each partition 
corresponds a Young diagram (see [6, p. l-21). This correspondence is 
illustrated as follows. 
EXAMPLE. For the partition i = (5, 3, 2), the corresponding Young 
diagram is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
From now on we identify a partition with the corresponding Young 
diagram and also denote the Young diagram corresponding to 2 by the 
same symbol 1”. For a Young diagram I = (A,, A2 ,..., A ,), the transpose ‘I = 
(A;, 2; ,..., 2:) is defined by A( = # {k; ;Ik 3 i}, where # denotes the car- 
dinality of the set. In terms of Young diagrams, ‘1 is the diagram obtained 
by reflecting 2 with respect to the main diagonal. For example, if 
A= (5, 3, 2), then ‘1.=(3, 3, 2, 1, 1) (see Fig. 3). As is well known, 
FIGURE 3 
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(X~L(,r)(~)}i:partition,rl(i.)~,1 is a Z-base of /1,, = R+(GL(n)). As stated above, 
for m b n we have 
Pm,n(Pi.GL(m,) = Pi,GL.(,l)~ 
JL(P~) =P~,~~(,,)E R+(GUn)). 
Therefore from Remark 1.3.4 it follows that for m 2 n 2 d(A), 
According to Theorem 1.3.1(l), if n = d(j”), i.e., E. = (A,, 1, ,..., n ) and 
4, > 0, x~~.(,~) is divisible by (t, t2.. . t,l)i.n. Consequently if d(l) > k, 
P,~.~(x~;~.,,~,(~) = 0. Hence the xGLlrl) (3.)‘~ form a projective system and we 
may define xGL(j.) E A, where n,,(~~~(1,)) = x~~(,,,(;L) if n > d(I) and 
dxGL(~)) = 0 if n <d(J). xGL(A) . IS called a Schur function. (The symbol sj 
is also used for ~~~(2)). Clearly (XC;L(3’)}j,:partitlon becomes a Z-linear base 
of A. 
For a partition I. of depth k, let us regard 2 as a vector in iZk. Then 
i *‘kl = (2,) jv2 - l,..., ik- (k - 1)). From now on I* is an abbreviation of 
j*lk) Then from Remark 1.3.4 we have ” .
PROPOSITION 1.4.2. In the algebra A it holds that 
X0,!,(L)= IPi*> Pi*+(l”), Pi*+2(lk)7..., Pi.*+(k- I)(1 ) . kl 
Moreover ~~~~(2) can be expressed as a polynomial in { ei],3c=, asfollows: 
PROPOSITION 1.4.3. Let ‘A = (I.‘, , A;,..., Ah) be the transposed Young 
diagram qf j& and d( ‘jti) = m. Then in the algebra A one has 
From Propositions 1.4.2 and 1.4.3 we have 
~XC;L(~)) = lei*, ej.*+(tk),-3 ei*+(k- I)(PJI = XGL.(~~). 
Namely, o E Aut(/l) acts on the set {x,,(i)> as the permutation transpos- 
ing the Young diagrams. 
The structure constants { LR~,,}i,,~,e:partitions of the algebra /i with respect 
to the base (~~~(2)) are called the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. 
Thus, LR:;,. are defined by 
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LR;,, has the following combinatorial description. If partitions ;I = 
(A,, h,..., L..) and P= (P,, p2 ,..., ,u,,,...) satisfy the condition that Ai 2 pi for 
all iB 1, we say that the Young diagram A contains the Young diagram p 
and write A 3~. If i I/A, put p on 1” with the same top-left corner and 
remove p out of jV. Then the resulting diagram is called a skew diagram and 
is denoted by ;I - I*. For example, if 1. = (5, 3, 2) and p = (1, 1) the skew 
diagram I - ~1 is the diagram consisting of the white squares in Fig. 4. If we 
take the empty set as ,u, then jb itself can be considered as a skew diagram. 
The skew diagram such that each square of which is filled with a positive 
integer is called a numbered skew diagram. Moreover numbered skew 
diagrams which satisfy the following condition (*) are called Young 
tableaux. 
(*) The numbers written in the squares must increase strictly 
downwards along each column and increase (admitting equality) along 
each row from left o right. 
That is, (*) means that the numbers written in the skew diagram satisfies 
the inequalities inFig. 5. 
For a Young tableau T, the original skew diagram obtained by erasing 
the numbers written in the squares of T is called the shape of T. 
EXAMPLE. 
1122 




(2) 1 2 is not, 
1 3 
since in the second column 
1 
1 does not increase strictly. 
3 
FIGURE 4 
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FIGURE 5 
Let T be a Young tableau and let vi be the times of occurences of the 
number i in the tableau T. Then we get a sequence (v,, v2 ,..., v ,...) and call 
this sequence the weight of T. In the above example (1) the weight of T is 
(3, 4, 1, 0 ,..., 0 ... ) From a Young tableau T we derive a “word” or sequence 
w(T) by reading the numbers in T from right to left in succesive rows, 
starting with the top row. In the case of example (1) the word of T is given 
by 
w(T) = 2, 2, 1) 1) 2, 2, 3, 1 
DEFINITION. The word w(T) = u, , a1 ,..., u , is said to be a lattice per- 
mutation if for any r (1 < r ,< n) and any is N, the number of times of 
occurrences of the number i in the sequence a,, a,,..., a is not less than 
that of the number i + 1. 
THEOREM 1.4.4 (LittlewoodPRichardson’s rule). Let A, p, v he partitions. 
Then LR;,, is given by 
LRiV = # {T; T is a Young tableau whose shape is 2-p and 
whose weight is v = (v,, v2 ,...) and such that \v( T) 
is a lattice permutation ). 
By the definition f LR:,., it is clear that LR;,. = LR:,, and consequently 
from Theorem 1.4.4, LR:,, = 0 unless i3 ~1 and 1.1 v. LR;,, depends only on 
the pair of skew diagrams (1. -p, v) or (A - v, 11). If we apply o E Aut(/i) to 
xG&) xGL(v) = Cj, LRj,,xcL(A), then we get LR$, = LR:,, namely if we 
take the simultaneous transpose of 1, p, and v, the Littlewood-Richardson 
coefficient LR;, does not change. Moreover for partitions p, v whose 
depths are not greater than n, if we apply z,, to xc&) x&v) = 
xj. LRi,xcL(i), we obtain 
This is the decomposition of the tensor product of two irreducible r presen- 
tations of GL(n) into irreducible constituents. 
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1.5. D. E. Littlewood’s Lemma 
In this section, we state Littlewood’s lemmas, i.e., Lemmas 15.1 and 
1.52 and Proposition 15.3. Since they play the crucial roles in this paper 
and we would like to clarify the situation in which the equalities hold, we 
give the proof of Lemma 1.5.1 for the sake of completeness. As for the 
proof of Lemma 1.5.2, see [4]. 
Let R=@[t,, t;‘, t,, t;‘,..., t;‘] be the Laurent polynomial ring 
in variables t,, t, ,..., t and let R[[z,, z2 ,..., zn]] be the formal power 
series ring of z,, z2 ,..., z , over the coefficient ring R. In this section, 
all the equalities are considered in the algebra R[[zI, z~,..., z ,]]. More- 
over we consider the character functions XGLC,Ij(J.)( t, , t, ,..., t ,), 
)I~(~,,+ l,(i)(tt 3 2,..., t ,h xspc2,,,(~)(tl, f2,..., t,,) and xo,2,1J(~Nt,T t2,..., t,J 
simply as polynomials in t,, t,- ‘, t, ,..., t ,, t,; ‘. In the following lemmas, as 
the variables of xGL&Ib) we use z,, z2 ,..., z ? instead of t,, t, ,..., t ,. 
LEMMA 15.1 (Littlewood). In the algebra R[ [z,, z2,..., zll]] thejbllowing 
equalities hold 
(1) 2 
xs,c2,,,(~.)(t, > f2Y., t,,) XGL(rl)(~)(Z,, Z2,...r z,,) 
i.partltlon rI I <,< jS,l (1 -zizj) 
<I( i ) s ,, 
(2) c x0(2,,+ ,,(A)(t,, t2 ,..., t,,) Xc;L(,J~)(Z,, 22 ,...) z,) 
/,:part,tmn l-I I <fS,Sn t1 -zizj) 
d(i) 4 II 
= c XGL(Z,r+ l,(~.)(~,Y.., t,,, 1, t,, ’ ,“.’ t,‘) XGL(,~)(~“)(Z,, z2 >..., 2,). 
J( i. ) < II 
(3) 1 
X0,2,1,(J.)(fl > t2Y? t,,) XGL(,,)(J*)(Zlr ZZY, z,,) 
i:partttion FIl <i</<n t1 -ziz,) 
r/( i ) < ~7 
= 1 XGL,Z,,)(~“)(~l~...> t,,, f;‘?...? t; ‘1 XGL(,J~“)b,, z2,-, z,,). 
d( L ) c il 
Proqf: (1) We put 
1~ ,I- I , z”+z’~~~ ,..., z2”’ I)+ 11 =&t 
Let us introduce the polynomial 4&z) = fly=, (1 - tjz)( 1- t,:‘z) 
corresponding to the characteristic polynomial of the element t = 
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diag( t ’ ,..., t , t;‘,..., t;‘) of Sp(2n). Then in the algebra R[[z]], d,(z))’ is 
given by dsp(z)p’ =CjCo p,lt) z’; where p,(t) is the symmetric character of 
degree f of Sp(2n). Therefore if we put 
then we have 
= c pri(t)p/Jt). . ./7,,(t) ZfIZf?.  . z’nlzn ‘, z” + F2,..., z2(” ” + 1 I. 
I, 2 0 
Since 
Iz 
,I I ) y + =” I,..., +I ” + 11 
=(=‘z2...:,,)‘l ‘ll,;+z-~‘,..., z” ‘+:-(“-“I) 
we have 
Expanding the above expression with respect to variables z, we have (for 
brevity we omit the variables t of p): 
where the coeff’cient of z: ‘~0 ~ ’ . . . 22 ~ ’ in the above runs over all per- 
mutations c on the set (0, 1, 2 ,..., n - 1 } and all i, 3 0, i, 30 ,..., i , 3 0 
satisfying I, = i, + n + a(O), 1, = i, + n k o( 1) ,..., I,, = i,, + n & a(n - 1) (the 
choices of +, - are arbitrary). 
Hence the coefficient ofz:I ’ ... ztP ’ equals 
~ FG sgn(4 P/, ?1 + n(O,P/z PI& o( I ) . P/, n _+ o(n I ) 
n 
= IP,-n(W PI-(n-l)(lfl) +Pl--(n+l)(ln)Y> Pl~~l~,+P/~(2n~l)(l~~l~ 
where I= (I,, 12,..., I ,) E Z” and I, 3 1. Clearly if I,, I, ,..., I , are not distinct 
from each other, the coefficient of zv ’ ... zip’ is reduced to 0. In the 
above determinant, permuting the rows if necessary, we may assume that 
I, > I, > ... > I,, 2 1 (up to sign), and collecting together the monomials in 
481:‘07!2-‘3 
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the zi)s having the same determinant in the pls as their coefficients (up to 
sign), we have 
@=I IPILn(ln)> P/L(nhl’(ln)+P/- (n+l)(l”)~~~v Pl~(l~,+Pr~(zn~,)(,n)l 
x Iz 
I, ~ I 
) z’z-I)..., z’n-‘I, 
where the sum runs over I= (I’, 1, ,..., I ) E Z” (I, > 1, > . . 3 1). 
If we put I, =f, + n, I, = f2 + n - l,..., l , = f,, + 1, we obtain 
where the sum runs over ,I = (f, , f2 ,..., f,)(fi >f2 3 . . >f,, 3 0). 
On the other hand, applying the elementary transformations of columns 
to the determinant 11, z + z I ,..., z n- I +z-(‘~~+“/, we see that 
Il,z+z ’ )...) z’l ‘+z cn~ “I =Il,z+z ‘, (z+z ~I)‘)...) (z+z I)‘? ‘I, 
where 




z, +z,’ (z1+z,‘)2 ‘.’ (z,+z,‘)” ’ 
Jet 1 z,+z,’ (z2+z,‘)2 (z2+z;‘)-’ 
1 z,+z,’ (z,+z,‘)2 ..: : 1. (=,I + z; ’ )” ’ 
The right-hand side of the above equality is the Vandermonde determinant, 
and therefore equal to 
fl (zi+z,‘-z,-z;‘)= n {z~‘z,‘(z,-zi)(l -zizj,}. 
i>i I>1 
Finally we have 
Iz “-1, zn + f-2 )...) z2(‘~-- ” + 11 = Iz”- 1, y-2 ),..) 11 n (1 -z;zj). 
l</<i.SR 
According to Theorems 1.3.3 and 1.3.1(l), we get 
rIl<icj<n t1 -zizj) 
= c XSp(2n)(~)(t) XCL(“‘(~)(Z). (1.5.1) 
9Sp(‘l) 4~Sp(~2)“‘4Sp(~n) d(j,)<fl 
Let 4 GLC2n’(~) = nzl (1 - t,z) be the polynomial corresponding to the 
characteristic polynomial of the element t = diag( t, , t2,..., t2n) of GL(2n). As 
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is well known (see [7, Chap. VII, p. 202, Lemma 7.6A; p. 210, (7.10)]), the 
following equality holds in the algebra @[t,, tZ,..., fzn] [ [z’, z2,..., zZn]]: 
In fact, a similar calcalation starting with 
Iz 2n ~ I ) z2n-2 )...) z, 11 
dGL,2n)(ZI) . . . 4GL(Zn)(ZZn) 
leads us to this equality. 
In the above equality, if we put f;,,’ = t,, tGl, = t, ,..., t;:, = t, and 
-,,+ I = z,, + 2 = ‘. . = z2,, = 0, we have an algebra homomorphism 
@L-f,,‘.., fz,,ICCZ , , z2 ,..., z,,]] + R[ [z’, z2 ,..., z ,]]. Since d,,(,,,(O) = 1 and 
P2,,.,,(xG.L,2,1)(3.)) = 1 
XGL(?l,(~) if d(A)dn,





XGL(Zn)(JNf I ,..., f,, t,’ ,..., t; ‘) XG&lZ)(Z). 
Comparing this with Eq. (lS.l), we obtain (1). 
(2) Let dS0t2n+lj (z)=(l-z)n;=, {(l-t,z)(l--,:‘z)} be the poly- 
nomial corresponding to the characteristic polynomial of the element 
t=diag(t ,,..., t , 1, t;‘,..., t - ’) of SO( 2n + 1). The same calculation as in 
the proof of (1) gives the result that 
1 
= C IPi*-Pi* m2(1”),...T PA.*+(n-- l)(‘“)-P1*--(n-‘)(‘“~I 
2 = (.fl.h . . . . . h) 
i.:partition 
Further we have 
IZ 
I, ~ I _ y+ ’ >“.> 1- z2”I 
= zyz2 “-~Z~(-l)~lZ-zZ’,Z2-Z-2,...,Zn-Z-nl 
=z “~~~z~(-l)~,(,l-z;‘),l,z+z~‘,...,(z+z~’)~~’~ 1 
= n (1 -ZiZj)x n (Zi-Zj). 
I<i</Cn I<r-zj<n 
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According to Theorem 1.3.2, we get 
n I <,<j<n (1 -zizj) 
d S0(2n+ l)(Zl). ‘. 4soG7+ II(Zn) 
=Iy X0(2,1 + I ,(n)(t) XGL(n)(J.)(Z). ( 1.52) 
On the other hand, for the polynomial $c;LC2,1+ ,,(z), the following equality 
holds in @[t,, t, ,..., t , + ,] [[z, , z2 ,..., z2,, + , ]] as before, 
1 
4 GL(2,1+ 1 )@I 1 . . . &GL(Zn + I)(Z2t1 + 1) 
= c XGL(Z,r+ ,,(J”)(f) XGL(Zn+ I)(i)(Z). 
In this equality, if we put t2,1 + , = t,- ‘, t2,, = tz ’ ,..., t , + 2 = t,; ‘, t,, + , = 1 and 
zn+l=” 1,1+2 = ... =z2,,+ I - -0 and compare this with the formula (1.5.2), 
we obtain the formula (2). 
The proof of (3) is almost the same as that of (2). The only different 
point is that we must use dSOCZn, (z) = n:=, (1 - t,z)( 1 - t,‘z) instead of 
4 S0C2n+ ,,(z). So we omit it. 1 
We shall consider the rational functions in z appearing on the left-hand 
side of Littlewood’s Lemma 1.5.1. They are 
(1) n (1 -z,z,)r’> (2) n (1 -z,z,))’ 
IS,</CfZ I<i</S?? 
and their inverses 
(3) n (l -zizj)9 C4) n (1 -zizj). 
,<I</<!1 I<l<jCf1 
The rational functions (1) (2), (3), and (4) are all 6,-invariant (where 
6,, acts by the permutations of variables {ziJ;= ,). Therefore if we embed 
the rational functions (1 ), (2), (3) and (4) into the formal power series ring 
@[ICZ,> Z2Y., z,]], they can be expressed as linear combinations (finite or 
infinite) of x ..(,,(~)(z)‘s. Th us, if we know the expansion of functions (1 ), 
(2), (3), and (4) into sums of xGLCn, (A)(z)%, then Littlewood’s lemma gives 
us the formulas linking the characters of GL(n) and the characters of the 
other classical groups. We must prepare a few notations first. 
For a partition K = (k,, k2,..., k,), 2rc denotes the even partition 
2~ = (2k,, 2k,,..., 2k,). For a distinct partition a = (Lx,, !x2 )...) a,) 
(a, >a,> ... > CC, > l), I(a) denotes the partition Z(E) = (c(, - 1, a2 - l,..., 
tl,s - 1 1 a,, c(~,..., tl,), using the Frobenius notation. The Frobenius notation 
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(a,, ~2,..., do, Ifi, /I2 ,..., /Ir) expresses the Young diagram 1= (1,) I, ,..., n ) 
whose diagonal consists of r squares and the c(;, pi (1~ i< r) and the 
&( 1 6 id n) are combined with the relations 
a, = %, - i, /l,=i,!-i, 1 didr, 
where we put ‘A= (A’,, 1; ,..., 2;). In terms of Young diagrams, 
(a,, CI~ ,..., x 1 /j’i ,..., /3,) is the diagram illustrated in Fig. 6a. For example, 
r(3, 2) is the one in Fig. 6b. 
The following fundamental Lemma 1.5.2(l)-(4) was also found by 
Littlewood. As for the proof of these formulas under the setting of modern 
terminology, see Macdonald [6, p. 451 and also [4]. 
LEMMA 1.5.2 (Littlewood). 
(2) n l = f c XGL(r&K)(Z), 
I~,~/~~~ t1 -z,zj) f-0 ikl=f 
d(k)<,7 
a 







Now let us combine the above Lemma 15.2 with Lemma 1.51. 
According to Section 1.4, the product x GLcnj(~-L) xGLcndv) is decomposed 
into the following sum: 
Moreover if we note that LR;, =0 unless 2 3~ and J. 2 v, we obtain the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1.53 (Littlewood). Let 1 he a partition whose depth is less 
than or equal to n. Then we have 
(l) x~u2n,(3+)(t) Sp(2nJ = 1 LR~~*,,,,,Xs,(*,,,(~)(t), I 
GL(2n) 
h-:partition 
(2) xsp(z,,,(Mt) = c (- 1)‘“’ LR”r(l),~XC;L,2,2,(~L)(f) I 
GL( 2n) 
1 = (z,,cq ..., 1,) SpVn) ’ 
LT.,>%*> ... >x,>o 
(3) x 
GL(2n + 1) 
GL(2n+ “(E*)(t) I SO(2n + 1) = K:parti,ion c L%,,,xo,2n+ &l(t)>> 
(4) x O(2n + 1 ,(n)(t) 
c I 
GL(2n + 1) 
= ( - 1 I’“’ Wr,~,,,,x~~m~+ ~bL)(t) 
1 = (Z1%!.-..~\) SO(2n + 1)’ 
1,>12> “’ >I,>0 
(5) XGL(2n) 1 W,,,~oc2,,(/4W~ 
(6) xoczn,(~)(t)= c (- 1 )‘“I LR~~,,,,,XGL(2,~,(~L)(t) I 
GL(2n) 
? = (Zl.Z2.....~,) SO( 2n)’ 
2,>12> .” >z,>o 
where l$$$FJ) in (1) and (2) denotes the restriction fthe representation of 
GL(2n) to Sp(2n) under the embedding Sp(2n) c GL(2n) of Section 1.1. In 
other words let rsP denote the homomorphism rsP : R + (GL(2n)) - 
R(%W)) or 
Z[t,, t2 )...) t2Jz~+z[t], t, )...) t,, t, ’ ,..., t - ‘1 wn 
defined by rsP( ti) = ti for 1 < i < n and rsP( t, + i) = t;i I ~ i for 1 < i < n. Then 
1 g$Y$) is given by xGL~2n~(~)(~)lSp~2n~ GL(2n) = rSp(~GL~2n~(A)(t)) if we recall the 
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maximal torus of each group given in Section 1.2. The other notations 
1 Y%f;lE Z t 1 and 1%1::/ convey similar meanings. 
2. ON THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE CHARACTERS 
OF THE CLASSICAL GROUPS 
In this section, first we establish a duality linking the characters of sym- 
plectic groups and those of orthogonal groups. Next we give the “restric- 
tion rules” describing how an irreducible representation of the general 
linear group decomposes when it is restricted to the symplectic group or to 
the orthogonal group. Finally we give a formula to decompose the tensor 
product of two irreducible representations of a classical group G into 
irreducible constituents. We use the same notations as in Section 1. 
2.1. Some More Bases and Generator Systems of 
the Universal Character Ring 
We have defined a Z-base of A, namely {xGL(A)ji., in Section 1.4. Here 
we shall define two more bases {x,~,,(A)}~,, {x (A)}, (A: partitions), on the 
basis of Theorems 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 in Section 1.3. For a partition A = 
(A,, %, ,..., Ak) of depth k, as in Section 1.4, we denote by A* the element of 
L” defined by i* = A*(k’ = (A,, AZ - l,..., A - (k - 1)). (See the definition of 
xCiI.(A) in Section 1.4 and Remark 1.3.4.) We shall define the elements 
xsP(%), x0(A) of A as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.1.1. 
X.yp(A)=Ipj.*, P1*+(lk)+Pi.*-(lk),...r Pi*+(k~l)(lk)+p~*-(&-l)(lk~lr 
x0(A) = IPn*-Pi* 2(lk)T Pr*+(lk)-Pj,*-3(lk),..., Pi*+(k-*)(Lk,-Pi.*~(k+l)(lk~l. 
Then we have 
preposition 2.12 Both {Xsp(A) J;.:partition and {XO(‘)}~:partltmn are 
Z-bases of A. 
Prooj If we recall the definition of xcL(A), we see that the degrees of 
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x,(L), x0(L), and x&L) in ,4 are all equal to IL] and therefore x,(L) and 
x0(1) can be written as follows. 
xo(J*) = h(A) + c b,i.XCL(PL) (b,, E ’ 1. (2.1.2) 
P 
12.1 > IPI 
We arrange the partitions in the nondecreasing order of their sizes. (As for 
the partitions of the same size, we can arrange them arbitrarily.) According 
to the formula (2.1.1), the (infinite size) matrix (cpJHIZpartitions is upper 
triangular. Also, its diagonal components cj.j, are all equal to 1. Therefore 
the inverse matrix of (C,,) exists and xGL(n) can be expressed by a linear 
combination of xs#)‘s. Hence {x,(L)> is also a Z-basis of /1. Similarly, 
by means of the formula (2.1.2) we can show that {x0(l)} is a Z-basis 
of/t. 1 
In the algebra /1 we shall define two more generator systems {p,: },E i 
and {e,~},~, , other than {pl} and (e,}, based on Propositions 1.2.3, 1.2.4, 
and 1.25 
DEFINITION. We put p,? :=p, -pi z and e,? := e, - eip z for i E Z. 
In the above definition we should note that if i<O, we have put 
e,=pj= 0. Then clearly /i = Z[py, pi,..., pi,...] (polynomial ring) = 
Z[ey, e;,..., ei,...] (polynomial ring) holds. The generating functions of the 
p,? and eLy are given by 
and 
E”(x) = (1 -x2) fi (1 + t,x) = f epx’, 
i= 1 i=O 
respectively. If we recall the generating functions of {pi} and (e,}: 
P(x)= fi (1 -t,x)-’ and E(x) = fi (1 + t;x), 
i=l i= 1 




0 if IZ # 0, 2 
f (-l)‘e,pi_,= 1 if n=O 
r=O -1 if n = 2, 
f (-l)‘eFp,,pr= ‘: ii :Z:’ 




Since the equalities (2.1.3) are symmetric with respect to the e, and the 
P0 solving the system of equations (2.1.3) recursively, we see that there 
e;fsts a polynomial f, in n variables for each n such that both 
e,=f,,(py, pi ,..., p “) and p,“=fJe,, e2 ,..., e ) hold. Let r0 be the 
endomorphism of n defined by lo(pF)=er, r = 1,2,..., then rO(e,) = 
b(f,(~F, PZ”,..., P “)) = f,(e,, e2,..., e,) =p,“. Therefore ri = id, and z0 
becomes an involutive automorphism of /1 (not as a graded algebra but 
only as an algebra). 
Also let zs,, be the endomorphism of ii defined by ls,,(e,“)=p,. The 
similar argument shows that I:~ = id and I,~,, becomes an involutive 
automorphism of A. 
Remark. The reason why we note pi and e,’ in the case of Sp and p,’ 
and e, in the case of SO is that we take into consideration the irreducible 
decompositions of symmetric and alternating characters of each group 
(Propositions 1.2.3-l .2.5 ). 
Later we shall show that r. and zs,, are the operators corresponding to 
transposing Young diagrams when we parametrize the representations of 
SO and Sp respectively by Young diagrams as in Section 1.1. Moreover w, 
zO, and isp have the following relation: 
2.2. The Specialization Homomorphisms 
In this section we shall define a homomorphism from /i to the character 
ring of each classical group G. In the case of G = GL(n), we have already 
defined the homomorphism rc,: n -+ A, = R, (GL(n)), that is, the natural 
projection from n to A,,. 
In the case of G= Sp(2n), let xLy,,p(2nj: A + R(Sp(2n)) be the 
homomorphism defined by 
71 Sp(2n) = rsp 0 x2”. A * AZn = R+(GWn)) ,Lzr, ’ NW2n)). 
mar, map 
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In the case of G = SO(n), let 7~~~~): A -R(O(n)) (cR(SO(n))) be the 
homomorphism defined by 
7c O(n) = ro o nr2. A+$+ A=R+(GW))++ NO(n)). 
map map 
(Since GL(n)zO(n)~S0(n), the characters of SO(n) which are obtained 
by restricting the representations of GL(n) to SO(n) belong to R(O(n)). See 
Sect. 1.1. These three algebra homomorphisms rc,, rc,,(,,,), and rtOCn) are 
called the specialization homomorphisms. 
Then Theorems 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 in Section 1.3 can be rewritten as follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.1. For a partition 1 of d(A) d n we have 
(1) ~spcz&sp(4) = x.mn,(~)(t)? 
(2) XO(2n+ I,(Xo(~~))=X0(2,7+ ,,(A)(t) (=XSO(Zn+ ,,(n)(t))? 
(3) ~oc*n,(Xo(~)) = X0(*,)(~)(t). 
Especially due to Propositions 1.2.3, 1.2.4, and 1.2.5, the images of the 
generators of A under nsp(2,,) and rtO(n) are given by 
~o(,,,(PP)=~ocn)(Pi-Pi~2)= Pxt)ER(an))> 
~odei) = e,(t)E NO(n)), 
~sp,2,,j(~i) = p,(t) ENSp(2n)h 
nLypc2,,(erF) = 7c.yp(2,t) ei-e,-,)=e,‘(t)ER(Sp(2n)). 
We shall determine the kernel of each specialization homomorphism. 
proposition 22.2. Let zGLcn)= (e,l+i),,O, 1Spt2 1j= (e,“+ek+2-,),.z 
and ZOfnj = (e,-,-e,jiEZ he the ideals of A. Then we have the following 
exact sequences. 
(1) o- ZGL(n) - A “n R+(GL(n))- 0 (exact) 
(2) 0 - ISp,Zn) -A “SOI > R(Sp(2n)) --+ 0 (exact) 
(3) o- ZO(nj - A 
WI!) * R(O(n)) - 0 (exact) 
Proof. (1) The surjectivity of rr,, follows immediately from Proposition 
2.2.1( 1). We shall prove the exactness at A. It is clear that Ker rc, includes 
Z GL,n,. Therefore a homomorphism 71,: A/Z,,(,, + R + (GL(n)) is induced by 
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rc,. It is sufficient o prove that 71, is injective. But this is clear, since 
R+(GL(n))= Z[e,, e2,..., e ] is a polynomial ring. 
Proofs of (2) and (3) are the same as above, so we omit them. 1 
Although it is against the order of the statements in the Introduction, we 
shall stop describing the specialization homomorphisms for the moment 
and resume it later in Section 2.4, since we have to use the Character 
Interrelation Theorem 2.3.1 to describe the specialization images 
Twn,(XSp(4)~ Q~~~,(x~(J-)) and n 0(2n + , ,(x0(n)) for a partition 1 such that 
d( 1.) > n. 
2.3. The Character Interrelation Theorem and a Duality 
In Section 2.1, we have defined two Z-bases of A, that is {x,(1)}, and 
hJ4L. In th’ is section, first we are describing the transition matrices 
from the basis {XGL(~)}j. to the bases {x,(n)>, and {x,(n)},, as well as 
their inverse matrices. Namely let (C~,,)~,~:partitions and (b~l)~,l:partltlons be the 
transition matrices from the basis {xGL(n)} ;, to the bases {x,(n)} ;. and 
{X.~p(A)lJ.7 respectively, i.e., 
XSptA) =I cpj.XGL,(P)9 XOCA) =C bpiXGL(PL), 
P P 
Let (~j~;.)~~,~. and (hi,;),,,, be their inverse transition matrices, i.e., 
XGLCA) = C clj.XSp(P), XGA~) = c &,X0(P). P P 
We have already known that for any partition 1, 
cj.;, = bi.j. = c;.;. = bJ, = 1 
and that if 1~1 >, 11-1 and p # 2, 
cl,;. = h,, = CL;, = b;,. = 0. 
We shall determine the remaining coefficients cAri,, b,,, clj,, and bl, 
explicitly. 
THEOREM 2.3.1 (The Character Interrelation Theorem). In the algebra 
A the following equalities hold for any partition A: 
(Restriction rules) 
(1) xcA2) = C, C, LR;I,,,,,x&L), 
(2) xc&) = C, IL L%,,x~W 
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(Construction rules) 
(3) x,(n) = C, C, ( - 1 P’ LR;,,,,,x&), 
(4) x&J = Zp C, (- 1)‘“’ W~~,(,,,,X&)> 
where in the above sums p and u run over all partitions and c1 runs over all 
distinct partitions, i.e., a = (tl,, c(~ ,..., CI,), c(, > a2 > . . . > c(, > 0. 
Proqf: (1) For a partition ;1 we fix a positive integer n such that n 2 IAl 
and apply x,,,(,,) to the formula 
According to Proposition 2.2.1, we have 
Since the xSp(Znj(~) (d(d) < n are linearly independent, comparing this with 1 
the formula (1) in Proposition 1.53, we have CL, = C, LR$,,,,. 
(3) As in (1) let n be a positive integer satisfying n 2 111.’ If we apply 
x~~(~,,) to the formula 
we have 
XSp(Zn)(~) = k(h)(~) I GL(2n) Sp(2n) + ’ “” (2.3.1) IPI < 14 




= ~~~(~~~(1) + {linear combination of the 
xSp(d4 with IPI < I4 I. 
Therefore the ~~~(~~~(2) Jgj$cJ (d(A) d n) are linearly independent in 
R(Sp(2n)). Comparing the formula (2.3.1) with the formula (2) in 
Proposition 1.5.3, we obtain 
c,;. = c (- 1)‘“’ LR&,,. 
cl = (al,w....%~ 
a,,Lz>, .” s-z,>0 
The proofs of (2) and (4) are the same as above. 1 
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Now we are stating a few results following immediately from 
Theorem 2.3.1. 
THEOREM 2.3.2 (Duality of the characters of Sp and SO). 
4x,(n)) = xo(‘n). 
Remark. We use the word “duality” here because this theorem implies 
the following contents. 
(1) b,, = ~t/,‘~, b;, = &,ll. 
(2) The two kinds of structure constants of A, that is, the ciV (with 
respect to the base {x,(A)} J and the be,, (with respect to the base 
{x0(~)} j.) are combined by the following relations: 
c$” = btA ‘p’v> 
since o is an algebra automorphism. 
Proof: If we apply the automorphism o to the formula (3) in the 
Character Interrelation Theorem, we have 
4x.&)) =c c (- 1)‘“’ LR:~,,,,,~cdk4 
= f ; (- 1 I’“’ W,,,,J&L). P 2 
If we rewrite the last expression using LR&,,,,r = IA:;,,,,,, we have 
Comparing this with the construction rule (4), we have 
asj#)) = xo(‘n). I 
Now we are expressing x,(A) and x0(A) by polynomials in the generator 
systems other than { p,}pU, 1. These expressions are very useful for the 
description of the specialization homomorphisms. 
THEOREM 2.3.3. Let J. be a partition of depth k and let 1 be the depth of 
‘i. Then we have 
(1) x&)= IP1*, Pi*+(lk)+P1*-(lk) 
. ..Y P~*+(k~l)(l~)+P1*~(k-l)(1”)1 (1) 
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= 
le(t2)* - qAl* - 2(19 e(9)* + (1/) - e(9)* - 3(19 
. ..) e(~,ll*+(j- l)(e) - ep+(I+ 1)(1 I /
= k&j*, eib + (l9 + e&.,* - ~~9 
. ..) e&+(,-l)(lq + eh-(/- 1)(1 ) ’ I7 
(2) XOCn)= IPA*-PA*-2(lk)9 PA*+(lk)-Pj.* -3(lk) 
(2) 
(3) 
. ..) P,?* + (k - l)( lk) -pi.* ~ (k + 1 )(lk)l (4) 
= IPX*, PY*+(lk)+PR* -(l”) 
...3 Piq*+(k-l,(l~,+Pa*~~k~l~(l~~l (5) 
= lepi)*, e(9)* +(19 + e(li)* ~ (19 
. ..) e(9)* +(I- I) + ep2.p ~(I- 1)(191. (6) 
Remark. The reason why we use the pi and eY as the main variables 
and the ei as supplementary variables in the case of Sp, while we use the p,? 
and ej as the main variables and the pi as supplementary variables in the 
case of SO is that we take into consideration the irreducibilities of pi and e; 
of each group. 
Proof. The formulas (1) and (4) are exactly the definitions of x,(n) 
and x0(L). If we apply w to the formula (l), in view of the duality theorem 
we have 
= leAat ej,* + (lq + e,* ~ (l+., ej.~+(k~l)(l~)+e~*~(~~l~(l ). kl 
If we replace II by ‘E, in the above formula, we obtain the formula (6). 
Similarly if we apply o to the formula (4) and replace 2 by ‘A, we have the 
formula (2). Each column vector appearing in the determinant of the for- 
mula (4) can be expressed as follows. 
Pi* +j(lk) -Pi* ~ (jt 2)( lk) 
=PY*+j(l”)+Pi*+(j-2)(lk)+ “’ +Piq*-j(lk). (2.3.2) 
We replace each column vector by the formula (2.3.2). And, using elemen- 
tary transformations, we start from the last column and subtract SUC- 
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cessively the (k - 2)th column from the kth column, the (k - 3)th column 
from the (k - 1)th column, and so on. Then we have the formula (5). The 
formula (3) follows from the formula (2) through similar arguments. 1 
Let {ciY} and {Z$,} be the structure constants of /1 with respect to the 
bases {x,(A)} and {x,(A)}, respectively. That is, 
Xsp(P”) .XSJV) = c c;“xsJu 
x&L). x0(v) = 1 b;,Xow 
1 
Then the next theorem follows immediately from the above proposition. 
THEOREM 2.3.4. (1) zs,(xs,(A)) = ~~~(‘1). Therefore civ = c;,,. 
(2) lo(xo(A)) = ~~(~2). Therefore be” = b:;,,. 
(3) The two kinds of structure constants with respect to the bases 
{x,(A)} and {x0(l)} totally coincide. Namely for all 1, p, v, 
c1 =b” 
uv PV’ 
Rimark. (1) and (2) mean that in .4 the two operations (the tensor 
product and the transpose of Young diagrams) are commutative as in the 
case of {x,,(J*)}. 
Proof: If we apply rsp to the formula (1) in the above theorem, we have 
~sp(xsp(~)) = KG, ei* + (1k) + ei.- (Ik),..., e” i*+(k-l)(l’[)+e~*-(k~l)(lk)l. 
Comparing this with the formula (3) in the above theorem, we have 
~sp(xsp(~)) = x.&n). Moreover if we apply lsp to x&L). xsp(v) = 
CA c;,x,(A), we have c$ = c:;~,,. 
The proof of (2) is the same as above. 
We apply lsp to G&L). xsp(v) = CA qhp(~). Since ~sp4~sp(J)) = 
x0(A), (3) follows. 1 
2.4. The Specialization Homomorphism (Continued) 
This section is a continuation of Section 2.2. As we announced in the 
Introduction, we shall determine here what zoczn + l,(xo(,%)), n ,(,,,,(~,,(;1)), 
and ~~(~,,,(x~(1)) actually are, especially if d(A) >n. Our arguments are 
based on the expressions (3) and (6) in Theorem 2.3.3. 
Let us recall the results in Proposition 2.2.2: ZSpcanj = Ker ~~~~~~~ = 
(e&+,_i+e,F)i.r and Zo(,j=Kerno(,)= (e,_i-ee,)i.,. 
Fix an arbitrary partition A, and put k = d(A). Also put ‘2 = (A; ,..., Ai). 
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Case. G = SO(2n + 1) (type B). 
Let us recall the formula (6) in Theorem 2.3.3: 
x0(a) = le(9,,*, e(9)* + (I~) + e(tAj8 ~ (l+..., e(fl)*+(l- 1)(19 + e(9)*-(l- 1j(191. (6) 
We shall rewrite its image under rcOC2,,+ 1, in terms of e,, e2,..., e using 
the fundamental relations: Ker rcOCzn + ,) = ZoCzn + 1 ) = ( e2,, + , ; - e,), E L. 
If d(A) <n, that is 2; <n, then we have 
~O(Zn+ 1,(X0(n)) =XO(Zn+ l,(n) (=XSO(Zn+ ,,(A)) 
= lqtAj*, e(9)* + (l~) + e(9.)*- (I+- . 
Thus we can express xSoCzn+ ,,(A) in terms of e,, e,,..., e , if we replace the 
e n + i (i 2 1) in the last determinant by the e,, + , ~, . 
Now let us consider the case where d(l) > n, that is, A’, > n. 
The row vectors in the expression (6) have the form 
e,=(ej,ej+,+e,~,,...,ei+(,~,,+ej~(,~,,), 
so that we have 
x0(2) = 
Using the fundamental relations, we 
since ej-e,,+l-j and ei+,+ej~,=e2,+,~i~.+e2,+,_,,+.~modZo~2,+,,. 
Hence, we may replace the row vectors e,; ~ CiP,j satisfying ,I: - (i - 1) > n 
by e2n+l-l;+i-,. Thus we have 
eh 
x0(n) = y- ’ mod IOcZn+ l), (2.4.1) 
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Let us describe how to get the indices (k,, kz,..., k,)e Z’ in terms of 
Young diagrams. Fold back the ith column at the depth n + f + (i - 1) and 
remove the overlapping squares. Then the length of the remaining column 
is k, (which may be negative). 
EXAMPLE 1. ‘A = (8, 6, 6, 3) n = 3. (See Fig. 7.) 
We shall reorder the rows in (2.4.1) according to their indices. Put tj = 
k,-(i-l) (l<i<l). Since n+i+(i--1)8/c,, we have n>t;. If ti=tjfor 
some i, j (i # j) then the determinant (2.4.1) is clearly equal to zero. So 
hereafter assume t, # tj for all i, j (i # j). Arranging the t, in the decreasing 
order, we have n 3 t,, > t12 > . .. > ti,. Putting p’, = ti,, 11; = lil + l,..., and 
pi= t,,+ (I- l), we have nap’, >pU_:> ... >p; and 
If PL; < 0 then the determinant on the right-hand side is clearly equal to 
zero, and otherwise it is equal to x&L), where TV = (PU;, pi,..., 1~;). Since 
n 2 p’, we have d(p) 6 n. Hence we have 
x0(n) = sgn (I’:, f:-11:: i) x0(p) mod ZOcZn+ ,). 
In Example 1, t,= -1, t2=2, t3=3, and t,=O. Hence t3>t2>t4>t, 
and p’, =3, &= 3, ,uL;=2, and $,=2. In other words, CL= (4,4,2). The 
signature is computed from the inversion number: ( - 1)’ + 3 = 1. Therefore, 
XO(2n+ ,)(Xo(43> 33> 12N = XO(2n+ 1)(xo(42, 2)) 
= XSO(2n+ I,(49 4, 2). 
-1 
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Case. G = S,(2n) (type C). 
Let us recall the formula (3) in Theorem 2.3.3: 
x&7(4 = k&)*9 +A)* + (I9 + e&)* - (I9y 
. .) e~~l)*+(,-l)(l’)+e~l)*-(,- IK~~I. (3) 
This time, we shall describe its image under z,,(,,) in terms of 
ey, ei,..., e ” using the fundamental relations: Ker x~,,(~~) = JSptZn) =
(et: +ein+2-i)i.z. 
If d(l) Q n, we have 
= le;?l~). y e$.,* +(l/j + +,,8- (I+..l. 
In the last determinant we replace e,” + i by 0 and e,” + ; (i 2 2) by - e,: +z ,. 
Thus we obtain the expression of xsPczn,(il) as a polynomial in er, ei,..., ei, 
i.e., the characters of the fundamental representations of Sp(2n). 
Next we assume d(A) > n, in other words, A; > n. 
Each row in the expression (3) has the form 
So we have 
By the fundamental relations we have e,? z -e$, + 2 _ j mod I.+(ZnJ. 
Especially, ei + i z 0 mod ZSpcZnj. This shows that, if there exists an i for 
which A: - (i- 1) = n + 1, then n,,,,,(x,,(i)) = 0. So hereafter we assume 
A:--(i-l)#n+l foralli(l<i<n).Foreveryisatisfying1:-(i-l)>n, 
we replace e;; ._ (iP i ) by - ez, + z _ j.; + iP , . Then we have 
where the ki are determined as follows: if A,! - (i - 1) < n then ki = Al, while 
if Ai-(i-l)>n+l then k,-(i-1)=2n+2-A:+i-1, in other words, 
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Ai-(n+l+(i-l))=n+l+(i-1)--k,. s denotes the number of i’s 
satisfying 1: - (i - 1) > n. 
In terms of Young diagrams, the indices (k,, k2,..., k ) c Z’ are obtained 
as follows: Fold back the ith column at the depth n + 1 + (i- 1) and 
remove the overlapping squares. Then ki is the length of the remaining 
column (possibly negative). 
EXAMPLE 2. ‘A= (8, 6, 4, l), n= 3. (See Fig. 8.) 
The only remaining thing to do is to reorder the rows in the nonincreas- 
ingorder.Putti=ki-(i-1)(1Qi~I).Sincen+1-(i-1)#~j,wehave 
n + 1 + (i- 1) > ki. Hence n 3 ti. The rest goes in the same way as type B. 
For Example 2, t, = 0, t, = 3, t, = 2, and t, = -2, therefore t2 > t, > t, > t4. 
So $, = 3, 11; = 3, & = 2, and & = 1. Hence p = (4, 3,2), and 
7Lsp,*,l,(Xsp(4~ 33, 2’9 12))= (-- l)2+2 7csp,,,,(xsp(4, 3, 2)) 
= XS/o,(4> 3, 2). 
Case. G=S0(2n) (type D). 
The procedure is exactly the same as that for type B, except one point. 
That is, the ith column must be folded back at the depth n + (i- 1). We 
simply illustrate the procedure with an example here. 
EXAMPLE 3. ‘A = (7, 6, 4, 1 ), n = 3. (See Fig. 9.) 
Since t, = -1, t,= 1, t3=2, and t,= -2, we have t,> t,> t,> t,, 
therefore 1; = 2, & = 2, PU; = 1, and p> = 1. Hence p = (4,2) and 
7bc2,,(xo(4, 33y 2*, 1)) = ( - 1)” x0&4, 2) 
= XSO(6)(49 2). 
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PROPOSITION 2.4.1 (Description of specialization homomorphisms). Let 
1 he a partition. 
0) Q(~,,+~,M~)) =O 01 ~x~~~~+~~(PO, where pl is obtainedfrom 
A b-v the procedure for type B. 
(ii) ~spc2n~(xsp(~)) = 0 or f~.~~~~~~h), where p2 is obtainedfrom 1 by 
the procedure for type C. 
(iii) 7co(,,,(xo(;1)) =0 or +~o(~~)(p~), where ,a3 is obtainedfrom A by 
the procedure for type D. 
COROLLARY 2.4.2. If d(A) < n, then we obtain the formula to express an 
irreducible character of each classical group by a determinant of the charac- 
ters of its fundamental representations. 
2.5. Representations of the Classical Groups 
In this section we bring the results holding in A to the character ring 
of each classical group through the specialization homomorphism. We 
give restriction rules from GL to SO and Sp and decomposition rules 
of tensor products. Let us recall the situations. In Section 1.1 we 
have the natural embeddings SO(2n + 1) c GL(2n + l), Sp(2n) c GL(2n), 
SO(2n) c GL(2n). Then the restriction rules in the Character Interrelation 
Theorem imply that 
PROPOSITION 2.5.1 (The restriction rules from GL to SO and Sp). 
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Especially if d(%) <n, the restriction rules are independent of the rank n qf 
the classical groups. 
Furthermore we would like to calculate the decomposition of tensor 
products x~~~~&L)~ xSpcZn) (VL xo(z,l+ l,(P). XO(Zn+l)(VL XO(2,,,(P)‘XO(2,,(V)~ 
where p(, v are partitions of depth 6n. For that purpose we have only to 
calculate the structure constants b,i,, and ci,, of the algebra A. Since 
Theorem 2.3.4(3) states that hi” = ci,, for all I., /A, v, it is sufficient to 
calculate CL,, 
PROPOSITION 2.5.2. 
Moreover for a partition 2 satisfying 111 = 1~1 + IvI, we have ct,, = LR;,. 
Proof. Let us recall the construction rules in the Character Interrelation 
Theorem: 
Therefore we have 
xspbL). x& =1 (- 1 I’“’ + ”LRf,,,, W-~,~,,,X&) xdv) e?l, 
Thus we obtain the former part of the proposition. 
111 = IpLJ + Iv1 can occur only in the case IT(a)1 = Ir(cr’)l = l’(21c)l =O, 
hence ,D = g, v = q, /? = 1, and we have ciV = LR;,. 1 
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COROLLARY 2.5.3. If two partitions ,u, v satisfy the condition 
d(i) + d(v) <n, we haue 
XSp~Zn,(P) .X.sp(Zn)(V) = 1 C~,&(h)(~)~ 
i 
x0,2,&l). J-,(,,,,(V) = c c;,Jo(,,,w 
L 
Namely if d(p) + d(v) dn, then all the decomposition rules of tensor 
products totally coincide for SO(2n + 1 ), Sp(2n) and ,S0(2n). (However, in 
the case of S0(2n), the reader should note that the character xoczn,(i) of 
SO(2n) is not always irreducible. See Sect. 1.1.) 
Proof In the proof of the above proposition it can be easily verified 
that nonzero coefficients L.:,, appear only for the partitions i of depth ,<n. If 
we apply the specialization homomorphisms to the formula in the above 
proposition, we obtain the corollary. i 
EXAMPLE. We denote xGL(i), xsp(l), and xo(A)~A simply by A,,, A,, 
and 1, respectively. For example x,(2,2) = (2,2),, etc. We shall calculate 
the decomposition of the tensor product (2,2),x (2),. According to the 
construction rules, we have (2, 2)sP = (2,2),, - (1, l),,, and (2)sP = (2)GL. 
By virtue of Littlewood-Richardson’s rules of CL, we have 
(2,2),, x (2),, = (4,2),, + (372, 1 )GL + (2,2,2),, 
and 
(1, 1 Lx x (2)G.L = (3, 1 )a + (2, 13 1hx. 
Hence 
(23 2J.Q x P).sp = (4,2),, + (3,291 )a + (2,2,2),, 
-(3, f)GL-(2,1, l),,. (2.5.1) 
On the other hand, by the restriction rules we have 
(472)GL = (4, 2).sp + (3, 1 )sp + (2),> 
(392, 1 Lx = (392, 1 )sp + (2, 2)SP + (2, 1, 1 )sp + (3, 1 ).sp + (1, 1 )sp + (2),, 
(2,2> 2)ciL = G2, 2).sp + (2, 1, 1 )sp + (2),, 
(37 1 )GL = (3, 1 )sp + (2),, 
(2, 1, 1 )c;L = (2, 1, 1 )s/, + (2)sp + (1, 1 )s+. 
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Carrying out these substitutions in the formula (2.5.1), finally we obtain 
(2, 2).Q x (2), = (4, 2).Q + (3, 2, 1 )sp + (2, 2, 2),QI + (3, 1 ).Q 
+(W),+(L 1, l).s/7+(2).s,,. 
Moreover Theorem 2.3.4(3) asserts that the same formula holds for SO, 
that is, 
(2,2), x (2)0 = (4,2)0 + (322, 1 Jo + (2,2,2), + (3, 1), 
+ (2,2), + (2, 1, 110 + (2),. 
Applying the specialization homomorphisms, these formulas hold without 
any change for SO(2n + 1 ), Sp(2n), and SO(2n) if n > 3. If n = 2, these for- 
mulas change into the following: 
and 
(2, 2)sp,,, x (2).9?(4) = (4, 2)S,I,‘I, + (3, 1 ).s/J(4) + (2, 2).S/?W, 
+ (2)s)J(4)? 
(2, 2)s,,s, x (2).%x,, = (4, 2),,(,, + (3, 2),,(,, + (3, 1 ).W,S) 
+ (2, 2).w,,, + a 1 ).SO(S, + (2),,(5,, 
and 
(2, 2),(,, x (2),,,, = (4, 2)00, + (3, 1 )O,‘l) + 2(2),0,. 
Some Other Examples of Decomposition of Tensor Products 
Since the decomposition of tensor products totally coincides for Sp and 
SO, we are stating only the case of Sp. Of course the same formulas hold 
for SO. 
(1) Tensor product with the natural representation (1 )..+: 
where the above sum runs over all the Young diagrams 3,’ obtained by 
either adding one square to 2 or erasing one square from 2. 
This follows immediately from the fact that the weight decomposition of 
(1) sp(2,z) is given by 
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(1) Sp(Zn) = 2, + t, + ... + t, + t,-’ + t2’ + ... + t,;‘e R(Sp(2n)). 
(2) Tensor product of two symmetric characters: 
(r)spx(s)sp= i: i (r+.Y--j-ii,j-i)sP, 
/=o r=O 
where r, SE N and r>s. 
This follows from the facts that (1”) (r)sP= (r)GL and (s)~~= (.s)~~, and 
(2”) (r)GL x (s)~~=~/s=~ (r +s-j, j)cL, and (3”) the Young diagrams 
‘(2~) whose depths are at most 2 are nothing but those given by the par- 
titions (i, i), i E E + . 
Especially applying rcsPp(2) to the above formula we obtain the 
Clebsch-Gordan formula for Sp(2, C) ‘v SL(2, C), since the partitions of 
depth 2 reduce to zero under ~~~~~~~ that is 
(r) S/l(Z) x (S).Sp,Z) = c (r + s - 2JSP,2,. 
/=O 
(3) Tensor product of the character of a fundamental representation 
and a symmetric character: 
(lr).spx(S)Sp=(S+ 1, 1 r-‘)sp+(s> l’)s,+(~-L 1’ ‘).sp+(s, lr-2)sp> 
wherer,s~~andr>1,ands>1.(Ifr=2,weshouldregardlo=~onthe 
right hand of the above formula.) 
This can be proved by induction on r. 
(4) Tensor product of two fundamental representations: 
3 
(l’).~Px(l”)sP= c i (2’-‘, lr++2qSp, 
/=o I=0 
where, r, ~~77, and r>s. 
This is obtained by applying zSP to the formula (2). 
Remark. In fact combining (l), (2), (3) (4) (especially ( 1)) with 
Remark to Theorem 2.3.4, we can obtain the decomposition formulas of 
tensor products for two Young diagrams of small sizes. 
PROPOSITION 2.5.3. (1) The trivial representation of Sp(2n) occurs in 
XSL,Z”)(~) 1gY:: if and only if II is the transpose qf an even partition, i.e., 
,I = ‘(2K). 
(2) The trivial representation of SO(n) occurs in xsLcn,(l) Js$$\ if and 
only if either i or A + (1”) is an even partition, i.e., i = 2~ or A+ (1”) = 2~. 
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Remark. Since (SL(2n), Sp(2n)), (Z(n), SO(n)) are symmetric pairs, 
the multiplicity of the trivial representation is at most one in either case. 
Proof Instead of SL, we may start with GL. According to Section 2.4, 
for Young diagram 2 of 2n 2 d(l) > n, + 7(SpC2nj(~Sp(JU)) cannot be the trivial 
representation of Sp(2n). Therefore the restriction rules imply (1) in 
Proposition 2.5.3. 
In the case of SO(n), for a partition il of n > d(A) > [n/2], kno,,,(xo(l)) 
becomes the trivial representation of SO(n) if and only if 1= (l”), hence (2) 
follows. 
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